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Introduction 

“The Amazons were so good last night! Pubs, arenas and stadiums move over; libraries are the new venue” Tommy 

Dryburgh        

Gig-goer March 4th 2017 

 

2016 – 2017 has been another successful year of delivering really great gigs, creating life changing opportunities for 

young people, and challenging perceptions of libraries. We celebrated the start of our tenth year with a performance 

from Lady Leshuur and a broadcast from Lancaster Library as part of BBC Music Day. We have delivered a record 

breaking number of sell out gigs from critically acclaimed national and international artists including Scottish Album 

of the year winner Anna Meredith, cult music icons We Are Scientists and Amanda Palmer, and new and emerging 

artists including The Amazons and Benjamin Leftwich.  

As part of our expanding offer for young people we have developed new relationships with colleges and high schools 

who have identified young people who will benefit from the programme. We also ran our own social media 

recruitment programme which was very successful in recruiting ambitious young people looking to develop careers 

as cultural innovators to the programme. We are now working with a core of 12 young people across the network, 

and are developing a board of Youth Ambassadors.  

We are delighted to have brought three new Libraries into the network, Barrow, Coventry and Wigan, and for all 

their gigs to have been sell out shows. Staff at these libraries have been supportive and wholly committed to making 

the shows a success.  The community response to these gigs has been excellent and one of our favourite pieces of 

feedback has been from an audience member in Barrow, “The We Are Scientists gig was the talk of the shipyard!” 

Get It Loud in Libraries have appeared at 4 national library network dissemination events to share the learning and 

participation models of the project. At these events we shared elements of the prototype toolkit and the ‘How To’ 

film. We promoted the project and identified libraries interested in joining the network and in signing up to the 

online toolkit resources. We will be launching the completed toolkit in early 2018. 

The year hasn’t been without its challenges. Several of our valued library partners have had to cope with staff 

restructuring and budget cuts that have impacted on the level of support they can offer GILIL. This has led to us 

devising new support plans for the promotion and delivery of performances.   We are working with these libraries to 

develop alternative delivery provision to ensure the programme is delivered as planned. In these this challenging 

environment for libraries it is more important than ever that we continue to support our partners to deliver a high 

quality cultural offer. 

In late 2016 we were approached by Scottish Libraries to develop a proposal for a three year programme of activity 

in Scotland. This programme will have a particular focus on post industrial and rural communities with low levels of 

cultural engagement and youth aspiration.  We have also been asked to develop a programme for Museums in 



Wales. These projects will enable us to extend Get It loud in Libraries footprint and scale the model to a national 

level.  

As part of our development as an organisation Stewart has invited industry professionals, library advocates and Get 

it Loud in Libraries friends and supporters to come together to form an advisory board. This board will support the 

delivery team to grow the organisation, and to ensure we continue to challenge perceptions and remain a powerful 

force in changing the cultural landscape in UK libraries.  

 

Elizabeth Griffiths 

Co- Director 

6th March 2017 

 

Cate Le Bon browsing the shelves in Kendal Library December 2016 

 

 

 

 

 



2. Gigs and artists. 

  

The Amazons meeting young fans in Coventry Library March 2017 

 

This year’s gigs have been the usual eclectic mix of rising stars, cult icons and new and emerging artists. We’ve been 

delighted to showcase new artists who are about to break into the music mainstream including The Amazons and 

Lucy Rose, while programming gigs with artists with a more established industry profile including We Are Scientists 

and Cate Le Bon.   

As ever we have placed a strategic emphasis on showcasing female artists. The Lucy Rose tour was planned to offer 

an opportunity for a local female singer songwriter to support Lucy each night. Lady Leshuur, Amanda Palmer, Cate 

Le Bon and Anna Meredith all delivered powerhouse performances as solo artists.  Josefine Ohrn and The Liberation, 

Slow Club, Magnetic North all had strong female front women and were charismatic and inspiring figures to the 

young women working as participants and audience members alike.   

Stewart continues to identify potential artists by monitoring the music press and the musical landscape. He is also in 

a very valuable position where agents approach him with artists, including Amanda Palmer and We Are Scientists, 

who are established but looking to do something different to the norm. 

The feedback we have post show from artists and agents is consistently positive with artists particularly enjoying the 

atmosphere of playing in an alcohol free, all ages environment. The delivery team place particular importance on 

making the artists feel comfortable in an environment that might be unusual to them.  

“THANK YOU to @LoudinLibraries for inviting me to do this crazy library gig in the first place....” 

Amanda Palmer 

“Thank you, beautiful Library Patrons’ 

We Are Scientists 

“Thanks for a great night and all your support. And it REALLY was a library!” 

The Amazons  

https://twitter.com/LoudinLibraries/


Ticket sales for the gigs are consistently strong and sales for the last financial year were 25% ahead of projections. 

We are continuing to work with Precise Live to deliver all our gigs and consistently receive excellent feedback on the 

sound quality and the professionalism of the team. Gigs this year have featured high quality lighting and visuals 

which contribute to a truly immersive musical experience.  

We are supported in putting on these high quality gigs, and programming new and emerging artists by our Strategic 

Touring funding from Arts Council England. 

The Lady Leshuur and Slow Club gigs were supported with funding by the Youth Music Foundation.   

Artist Date Location Ticket Sales Sample feedback 

Lady Leshuur 08/06/2016 Lancaster 145 Sell out My daughter was at this gig and was 

invited on stage, I couldn't ask for a 

better idol for my child 

Spring King 08/10/2016 Coventry 143 Sell out Amazing evening. No books were hurt. 

@HYSpringKing All ages, brilliant 

Magnetic North 16/10/2016 Liverpool 225 Sell out The Magnetic North at Liverpool Library 

was my gig of the year. Incredible band. 

Amazing venue. 

Meilyr Jones 22/10/2016 Kendal 57 A delicious @LoudinLibraries show from 

the exquisite @meilyrjones at Kendal 

Library tonight. Beautifuls! 

Amanda Palmer 23/10/2016 Liverpool 261 Sell out @amandapalmer That's why I loved the 

Liverpool @LoudinLibraries show so, 

sitting on the floor while you told us 

stories & took requests 

Anna Meredith 29/10/2016 Liverpool 55 Thank *you* for putting this on. So 

many amazing events on tonight. 

Definitely picked the right one. 

We Are 

Scientists 

04/11/2016 Barrow 208 Sell out  We Are Scientists were on top form in 

Barrow Library tonight. The town needs 

more gigs like this! 

https://twitter.com/HYSpringKing
https://twitter.com/HYSpringKing


Slow Club 10/12/2016 Wigan 210 Sell Out Beautiful night at the museum! 

Cate Le Bon 20/12/2016 Kendal 94 This ultra cool gigging venue with Cate le 

Bon the most intriguing offering ever to 

leap out from the shelves 

Lucy Rose 11/12/2016 Liverpool 150 Sell Out Loveliest little gig. Lucy Rose 

@Liverpoollibrary  

Lucy Rose 12/12/2016 Lancaster 144 Lucy Rose was as amazing as always. 

Lucy Rose 13/12/2016 Barrow 156 sell out Lucy Rose at Barrow library. A very 

agreeable way to spend an evening. 

Josefine Ohrn 

and The 

Liberation 

24/01/2016 Liverpool 204 Sell out Liverpool library is a perfect setting. 

Brilliant space for gigs.  Liverpool’s 

Central Library makes for a particularly 

impressive gig venue 

The Amazons 04/03/2016 Coventry 190 Sell Out @TheAmazons quality gig last night at 

Coventry library. Strange but class 

experience. 

Jagwar Ma 03/03/2016 Lancaster 180 This is the best yet @LoudinLibraries 

@JagwarMa 

Total   2422  

 

 

 

 

 



3. Audiences 

 

Baby's first gig, and she slept through the whole thing! She'll never know she met @amandapalmer ... 

John Gandy 

It’s always a delight to spot young faces in the crowd and to find out that tonight’s gig is somebody’s first experience 

of live music! From the ten year old girls joining Lady Leshuur on stage to sing word perfect backing vocals, to the 

new mum bringing her baby to meet Amanda Palmer, or the girls queuing up to meet the Amazons at the first gig 

they have been allowed to attend with their friends, our shows continue to provide a safe, welcoming and friendly 

space for audiences of all ages to enjoy new music. We do all this while delivering a high quality musical experience 

for the seasoned gig goer, who enjoys attending gigs regularly but might be entering a library for the first time in 

twenty years.  

The shows attract considerable local media coverage which supports the promotion of the gig to the local audience.  

We also have a strong social media presence which is invaluable for promoting the shows. This year has seen an 

increased presence in the music press with our gigs regularly featuring in the NME, The Skinny and the Guardian 

Guide’s listings.   

Audience feedback tells us that for the vast majority of the audience attending a library gig for the first time, an 

average of 85% of members have not been in a library during the past year. During the We Are Scientists gig in 

Barrow the band asked the audience who had been to the library in the past year, a smattering of hands were raised. 

When asked if they would be returning to become “Library Patrons” a roar of approval went up and the entire 

audience vowed to return! We are currently working with the libraries to put measures into place so they can report 

back exactly how many new members the libraries get as a result of the gigs. 

 The audience for the shows continues to be split halfway between participants buying a ticket because the artist is 

someone they have heard on the radio, at a festival or seen in media coverage, and those buying a ticket because 

they are curious about what is happening in the library, or are keen to support live music in the town.  The more 

established libraries in the network have audiences who will buy tickets for events simply because they are a Loud in 

Libraries show, without having any knowledge of the artists.  

The demographic for the audiences varies considerably depending on the artist, but the experience of a high quality, 

well produced gig is the same for all. The fact that the venues are alcohol free with high levels of security is an 



important factor in opening up the live music experience for younger people, particularly for young women. 

Feedback from young women alludes to the sometimes intimidating experience of attending a live music event in a 

licensed venue with alcohol fuelled men creating a threatening environment. An experience far removed from 

attending a gig in a library. 

This view is echoed by the older people attending the gigs. They are often baby boomers who are now jaded with 

battling their way through a crowded venue and just want to enjoy excellent music in a comfortable setting.  Our 

gigs and workshops are increasingly being enjoyed by young people with visible and hidden disabilities. We have 

introduced free tickets for carers and are consulting with ‘Attitude Is Everything’ to include our shows are fully 

inclusive.   

Over the past year we have identified an increase in the number of families attending the gigs. It’s now a common 

sight to find pre teens attending the shows with their families, usually with a child sitting on dads shoulders for a 

better view of the band!  Parents have commented that it’s a valuable experience to be able to share their love of 

live music in a family friendly environment. 

              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Posting this everywhere because it's 

too cool. Met @JagwarMa tonight 

and enjoyed a quick chat and high 

five! - Andrew Francomb  

Lancaster March 2017 

@LadyLeshurr absolutely brilliant 

@LoudinLibraries at Lancaster 

Library @bbcmusic 

Paul Fisher 

Lancaster June 2016 

https://twitter.com/LadyLeshurr
https://twitter.com/LoudinLibraries


4. Youth Strategy 

“Have you heard about @LoudinLibraries? Creating opportunities for young people through gigs in libraries!” 

Westminster Library  

A huge part of the Get It Loud in Libraries project is to create life changing work experience and career 

opportunities for young people. The past twelve months have seen us deliver some really important 

opportunities for young people to develop their careers and gain valuable experience of working in the 

creative industries.   In previous years we asked the libraries to develop their own youth boards with 

support from GILIL. This worked successfully in some areas but with the changing landscape and staffing 

cuts other libraries found it difficult to recruit young people.  

With the support of funding from The Paul Hamlyn Foundation and The Youth Music Foundation we have 

been able to create a part time post to develop our youth offer. The Youth Engagement Coordinator has 

been working with schools and colleges in our established and new territories to develop a strategic youth 

offer.  We attend careers fairs and open days with the Get it Loud in Libraries stall to promote 

opportunities within the project. 

 

Stall at Furness College Welcome Day – September 2016 

 

 The schools and colleges identify young people who might benefit from the programme, however these 

school- sourced participants tend to join us for the gigs in their immediate vicinity but are often reluctant 



to get more involved in the project!  We ran a social media campaign in mid to late 2016 which was very 

successful in recruiting a team of ambitious and highly motivated young people to the team. We now have 

a group of 12 young people in each of the territories with ambitions to pursue creative careers who value 

the opportunities Get it Loud in libraries offers. 

In the run up to an event young people will promote the gig, and design media and advertising campaigns. 

On an event day young people work with our media partners We Heart Tech CIC or Signal Media in 

workshops to interview the band, to record a gig day video, take over social media, liaise with the artist 

and assist with transforming the space from a library into a gig venue. During the gig they will welcome the 

audience, collect tickets, monitor the guest list, support the tech crew and photograph the event. After the 

event they will collect evaluation and feedback from the audience and write blog posts and gig reviews 

which we share across our networks 

.          

           

 

 

 



 

5. Partners and Stakeholders 
Library Partners   

This year has been an important one for developing new relationships with new members of the library 

network, and supporting established library partners as they navigate a changing landscape within the 

library sectors. 

Our established library partners in the past year include Kendal, Lancaster and Liverpool libraries. These 

libraries continue to be supportive and innovative partners. We have delivered groundbreaking, sell out 

shows in these libraries and are grateful for the support and commitment they continue to show towards 

Loud In Libraries.   

Wigan Museum, Barrow Library and Coventry Library are new partners for the 2016 / 2017 programme. 

Coventry have had sell out gigs by rock acts Springking and The Amazons. The library is based in the old 

Locarno ballroom which played host to performances by Pink Floyd and Led Zeppelin in the late 60’s and 

early 70’s. It’s exciting for artists and library staff to connect to this musical heritage through the Get it 

Loud In Libraries programme.  

Barrow Library is located on the Furness Penninsula with a significant population of young people but 

doesn’t feature on mainstream artists live touring circuits. We have programmed gigs by We Are Scientists 

and Lucy Rose in Barrow and both gigs have sold out within a short time. Library staff in Barrow are 

enthusiastic and committed to delivering more gigs as part of the programme. 

Due to issues with the PFI status of the building we were not able to programme evening events in Wigan 

Central Library. We were committed to bringing live music to Wigan, so are programming gigs in The Old 

Reference Library, which is now the Museum Of Wigan Life. The museum staff have been delighted with 

the numbers of visitors the gigs brought to the Museum, and we are programming more gigs for later in 

2017. 



An important outcome for Get It Loud in Libraries is increasing the skillsets of library staff, introducing new 

audiences to the libraries and, and upskilling library staff to diversify into delivering new activities and 

programming live events beyond Get It Loud In Libraries. By working with our delivery partners, Library 

Staff are establishing new relationships with digital and event professionals.  

Delivery partners 

‘Altrudrama’ are a new partner for 2016-2017 and have been working with us as part of the Youth Music 

programme. They have been delivering songwriting and musical performance workshops with young 

people with disabilities, and showcased them in libraries in Wigan and Leigh.    

‘We Heart Tech CIC’ continue to be an intrinsic part of the Career Development workshops. We Heart Tech 

work with our young people in Digital Media teams to document our events. Young people learn to edit, 

photograph and promote events.  The We Heart Tech team now deliver digital training in libraries across 

the network. 

‘Precise Live’ are our PA delivery partners. They now employ the entertainingly monikered Robbie Williams 

as a sound engineer. Robbie was initially a Get it Loud volunteer and is one of our greatest advocates. 

Artists and audiences consistently feedback on the quality of the sound and visuals at the gigs, which is 

testament to the skills of Precise in delivering high quality performances in libraries. 

‘Wigan STEAM CIC’ is a new partner for 2016 – 2017. They are working with us to develop and coordinate 

our Youth Board, to recruit young people to the project in the new library territories and to deliver the Arts 

Award programme.   

 

 

Funders 



Arts Council England – we are grateful to Arts Council England (ACE) and the Strategic Touring Fund for 

continuing to support our programme of high quality art and culture in libraries. ACE funding enables us to 

deliver great events and to empower libraries to develop new audiences. 

The Paul Hamlyn Foundation – we are grateful to The Paul Hamlyn Foundation (PHF) for core funding our 

staff and for supporting our delivery of the Youth Engagement Strategy. PHF is a charity which supports 

opportunities for young people to develop and gain career experience.  Their support comes through their 

Access and Participation strand, and is aimed at improving young peoples life chances and aspirations. 

National Foundation For Youth Music – are a new partner for 2016 – 2017. We are grateful to the foundation for 

funding our work with young people with disabilities and their families, and for core funding our Youth Engagement 

Coordinator role.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



6. Learning and Dissemination 

Our creative director is regularly invited to comment on and contribute to discussions about the changing library 

landscape. This year he has presented the learning from the project to national and international library leaders. 

‘Cracking the Code’ -  Manchester Library - June 2016  

This Digital Library event was an opportunity for Stewart and Hayley from We Heart Tech CIC to share the learning 

from the fact that every show now has a learning platform pitched against it to allow young people to develop and 

finesse their digital skills. They also announced the forthcoming GILIL Toolkit and identified library staff wanting to 

be involved with the programme. 

Society Of Chief Librarians AGM – Liverpool Library - June 2016 

Stewart was invited to attended this event to share his learning and experience of transforming library spaces into 

cultural venues.   

ASCEL AGM – Birmingham Library - March 2017 

Stewart attended this Association of Senior and Childrens Education Librarians event with Kathryn Boothroyd from 

the award winning St Helens Library, to deliver a presentation on embedding culture into the library landscape and 

integrating with Local Cultual Education Partnerships.  

Libraries Taskforce 

Stewart was invited to write a post for the department of Culture, Media and Sport’s Libraries Taskforce. The post 

shared information about the origins of the programme and Stewarts ambitions for the young people working on the 

project. The post appeared in October 2016 and can be found in the appendices to this report.  

 

 

 

 



7. Media Profile 

This year has seen a considerable and very welcome increase in media coverage for Get It Loud In Libraries. The 

project is now ten years old but we are still a very fresh and innovative concept for commentators and observers 

from outside the library networks!   We continue to grow and develop our social media channels and use these as 

our primary promotional tools.  

BBC Music Day 2016 

In June 2016 we were invited to be part of BBC Music Day. We produced a sell out show with Lady Leshuur at 

Lancaster Library which The BBC Raw team recorded. The event and their interview with Lady Leshuur were 

streamed on the digital channel.  We are currently developing an event for BBC Music Day 2017. 

BBC6 Music Morning Show 

In October 2016 Stewart was invited to appear on the Lauren Laverne show being broadcast from Rochdale Library. 

He discussed the project and promoted libraries as cutting edge cultural venues. This appearance generated a leap in 

our social media engagements, and prompted libraries from across the country to  register to be part of the project 

in the future.  

BBC6 Music Mary Anne Hobbs Show 

In October 2016 Stewart was also invited to appear as a guest in the ‘Three Minute Epiphany’ slot on BBC6Music. He 

discussed the issues facing libraries and what prompted him to launch the project while working in Lancaster Library 

as a Music Librarian ten years ago. 

The Skinny 

The Skinny is an independent listings and cultural review magazine which is circulated to 523,000 students and 

young people every month. The Skinny have been regularly listing the GILILI shows as ‘essential’ and interviewed 

Stewart for an article which appeared in November 2016. The interview appears in the appendices. 

The Guardian  



The gigs are regularly appearing in ‘The Guide’, The Guardians weekly listing magazine.   Gigs including Amanda 

Palmer, Meilyr Jones and Anna Meredith were listd as ‘Gigs of The Week.’ The Guide has an average issue readership 

of 1,027,000 

Get Into This  

‘Get Into This’ is a Liverpool based, highly influential digital music journal. We’re always grateful to the contributors 

for promoting the gigs in the run up to a show, and for producing what are usually always our favourite reviews of 

the show. A selection of the reviews can be found in the appendices. 

 Local Press 

We continue to develop our contacts within the local press and digital media. We are increasingly working with 

student radio stations and student bloggers to cover the shows and to promote the events to their listeners and 

readers. A selection of reviews from local media can be found in the appendices. 

 

Josefin Ohrn and The Liberation – Liverpool Library – February 2017 – Courtesy of Andy Von Pip 

8. Advocacy and Audience Feedback 

As part of our evaluation processes we collate audience and participant feedback from every performance. The 

feedback we receive is overwhelmingly positive and we use this feedback to report to our funders and stakeholders, 

and to respond to audience needs and wants. This year we have responded to audience feedback and introduced: 



A Dry Bar – the gigs are all ages and alcohol free. This is appreciated by families and younger gig goers but is 

sometimes surprising to visitors who don’t know what to expect from a library gig. We have started to run an alcohol 

free bar at evert event now so our young people and library staff on the doors can respond to the question ‘where’s 

the bar?’ with ‘there’s no alcohol but plenty of drinks in the dry bar.’ 

Pass Out – this is also a response to managing the alcohol free environment. We stamp audience member hands so 

they can leave and return throughout the gig. We make it clear in pre gig meeting with the security staff that no 

alcohol or intoxicated people are to be admitted or readmitted into the gig. 

Limited Photography – in response to feedback about photographers getting in the way of the audience we have 

limited the number of press passes we issue, and ask all photographers not working with GILIL to limit their 

photography to the first two songs.  

Dim Lighting and Music on Arrival – in order to minimise the shock to audience members who might be entering the 

library for the first time in many years, we keep the lighting low and play appropriate music or have a DJ to create a 

more familiar atmosphere! 

We’re really grateful to all the volunteers and Library staff who work hard to collect and collate this feedback at the 

end of a long gig day…. 

“was great, happy atmosphere, Good sound, happy and loud.” 

“music, atmosphere, calm for kids too! Sound great” 

“we loved the fact we could bring our children aged 11 and 8. A perfect opportunity to enjoy live music as a family in 

a safe environment.” 

“I'm 11, it was great I could come to a gig.” 

“I'm 8 and I really enjoyed how young people like me can come.” 

“The sound quality and atmosphere.” 

“The venue was great and got a good view.” 

“Amazing small venue. Surreal.” 

‘Excellent. The venue acoustics were amazing.” 



“The atmosphere was great, quirky venue.” 

“Both bands really good, excellent to have a gig in a library!” 

“I liked the environment, v intimate.” 

“Sound quality/close to the band.” 

“Something different to your usual venue, excellent sound.” 

“Quality was excellent.” 

“Was fun, no drunk people, good atmosphere.” 

“Like that there aren't any barriers.” 

“Something different.” 

“Excellent, thank you.” 

“More of the same please.” 

 
 

@jameseckloff  @TheAmazons quality gig last night at Coventry library. Strange but class experience. Support were on 
form too! 
 

@Alisdair_Hutton  Best gig I've ever seen in a library 😂 📚🎶  #theamazons #library #coventry 

 

BBC Radio 6 Music  @BBC6Music 30 Oct 2016 
"Libraries have the cultural capacity to change lives" - @LoudinLibraries LISTEN @maryannehobbs : bbc.in/2f5fPBq 
 
 

Johnny Johnson @LostJohnny1 

30 Oct 2016 

Amazing ideas like @LoudinLibraries help protect libraries & culture from short term political cuts but need councils to roll 

it out locally 
 

@maryannehobbs @BBC6Music just in from fabulous @LoudinLibraries gig by the wonderful 
@AnnaHMeredith & band. So joyous uplifting & powerful 
 

 

 

stevie @steview1630 

24 Oct 2016 

https://twitter.com/TheAmazons/
https://twitter.com/BBC6Music/status/792656335116636161
https://twitter.com/LoudinLibraries/
https://twitter.com/maryannehobbs/
https://t.co/FX4jYW9uAS
https://twitter.com/LostJohnny1/status/792667327598891008
https://twitter.com/LoudinLibraries/
https://twitter.com/maryannehobbs/
https://twitter.com/BBC6Music/
https://twitter.com/LoudinLibraries/
https://twitter.com/AnnaHMeredith/
https://twitter.com/steview1630/status/790341762246139904


Tonight in Liverpool Central Library was the best @amandapalmer gig I've seen - intimate, fun, and a tad rebellious. 

@LoudinLibraries 
 

 

 

lana Masad  @ilanaslightly 

23 Oct 2016 

@amandapalmer Love that you're gigging in @LoudinLibraries - making some noise in quiet spaces is always thrilling ❤ 
 

 

DarkStardust @redgoldrush 

24 Oct 2016 
Thank you to @LoudinLibraries for making tonight possible. I recommend people keep their eyes open for more of this 

kind of event. 
 

 

Mersey Mermaid @mersey_mermaid 

23 Oct 2016 
Amanda Palmer. In a library. In Liverpool. Did I die? Am I in heaven? Is AFP God? 

 

 

 
 

Amanda Palmer  @amandapalmer 

23 Oct 2016 

THATS MORE LIKE IT...the cathedral was nice but gimme a library any day. so cozy and warm and we could all cry. THANK 

YOU LIVERPOOL. Sheesh 

 

 

 

Edward W Feery @EdwardWFeery 

29 Oct 2016 
Epic set by @AnnaHMeredith at Central Library tonight - happiest gig I've been to in ages! @LoudinLibraries 
 

 

St Helens Libraries @STHLibraries 

21 Oct 2016 

Awww love hearing @LibraryFiend chatting to @laurenlaverne @BBC6Music & mentioning the great night we had w/ 

@BlossomsBand in @STHLibraries 
 

 

 

Tim Burgess  @Tim_Burgess 

21 Oct 2016 
Loving @laurenlaverne's show from Rochdale Library today. Check out @LoudinLibraries, amazing gigs in brilliant spaces. 

We played in 2011 
 

 

Piggy Stardust @JenniYellowHat 

22 Oct 2016 
@GuitaristDom @BBC6Music we have a thing up here called @LoudinLibraries which is pretty cool. 
 

 

 
Lauren Laverne  @laurenlaverne 

https://twitter.com/amandapalmer/
https://twitter.com/LoudinLibraries/
https://twitter.com/ilanaslightly/status/790323344818237440
https://twitter.com/amandapalmer/
https://twitter.com/LoudinLibraries/
https://twitter.com/redgoldrush/status/790406096938737665
https://twitter.com/LoudinLibraries/
https://twitter.com/mersey_mermaid/status/790321117642780672
https://twitter.com/amandapalmer/status/790321723983982594
https://twitter.com/EdwardWFeery/status/792487732048199680
https://twitter.com/AnnaHMeredith/
https://twitter.com/LoudinLibraries/
https://twitter.com/STHLibraries/status/789427900651012096
https://twitter.com/LibraryFiend/
https://twitter.com/laurenlaverne/
https://twitter.com/BBC6Music/
https://twitter.com/BlossomsBand/
https://twitter.com/STHLibraries/
https://twitter.com/Tim_Burgess/status/789420052714033152
https://twitter.com/laurenlaverne/
https://twitter.com/LoudinLibraries/
https://twitter.com/JenniYellowHat/status/789612468054220800
https://twitter.com/GuitaristDom/
https://twitter.com/BBC6Music/
https://twitter.com/LoudinLibraries/


21 Oct 2016 

Absolute pleasure. Today was amazing. Great to meet you lot. Love what you do. X 

 

 

rick leach @rickjleach 

30 Oct 2016 

The Magnetic North at Liverpool Library was my gig of the year. Incredible band. Amazing venue 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/laurenlaverne/status/789551648339267584
https://twitter.com/rickjleach/status/792654434601959426


9. Board Development 

As we continue to develop and grow as an organisation, the directors decided that 2016 -2017 should be the year 

that we establish an advisory board. This was partly prompted by our ambitions to become one of Arts Council 

England’s National Portfolio Organisations. Stewart has gathered together a team of highly respected and 

experienced music industry, library and business professionals. The board will meet quarterly from late 2017 to 

advise on the development of the organisation and to monitor our progress.  The board  includes: 

Hayley Trowbridge – We Heart Tech CIC Digital Adviser 

Karen Levine – Music Industry Adviser 

Steve Levine – Music industry Adviser 

Julie Bell – Head of Service, Lancashire Libraries and Museums 

Punam Ramchurn – Director Rochdale Literary Festival  

Elizabeth Griffiths – Director Wigan STEAM CIC 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 



10. The Get It Loud In Libraries Toolkit 

As part of our More and Better programme of work with The Paul Hamlyn Foundation we have commissioned We 

Heart Tech CIC to develop a toolkit with online support and resources. The purpose of the toolkit is to empower 

libraries and library staff to produce their own music and cultural events within the Get It Loud In Libraries network 

and brand. The toolkit will contain all the resources the libraries need and will include site and artist support from 

the GILIL delivery team. 

The delivery model we will be launching later in 2017 will enable GILIL to support a much wider network of libraries. 

Including those in Wales and Scotland. We will support libraries and local authorities with the business case 

resources they need to source funding, and share the toolkit to equip library staff to produce their own events 

independently or semi- independently.   

The video guide has already been produced and was premiered at the Cracking The Code Digital Libraries event in 

Manchester Library. The online toolkit and learning resources will include:  

1. A guide to GILIL gigs - This will contain everything you need to know about producing a gig, including technical 

specifications and what to expect in the run up to a gig. It will also set out the support they can expect from GILIL, 

including sourcing artists, security and PA.   

2. Running your own gig - This set of resources will be a potted guide to producing a gig, including information about 

promotion, recruiting young people and producing press releases. It is an entirely new set of resources and will 

equip libraries to run their own gigs independently.  

3. Digital Producers Resources - This will include the workshop plans and guides we currently use with the young 

producers, and some new elements designed to support the libraries in working with young people.  

 

 

 



11. Next Steps and Summary 

The year 2017 – 2018 looks set to be another exciting one for Get It Loud In Libraries. We will continue to deliver 

great events and powerful outcomes with our Arts Council England Strategic Touring Fund investment until early 

2018 deliver. We will continue to deliver opportunities and arts access for young people with Paul Hamlyn 

Foundation until March 2018, and will increase opportunities for young people with disabilities by working with 

‘Attitude Is everything’ to promote inclusivity in music venues. 

We will know the result of our application to become a Arts Council England National Portfolio Organisation in June 

2017. If the outcome of this application is successful we will have secured funding to create two full time jobs to 

manage the direction of the organisation, and to develop new territories. This will enable us to considerably increase 

the geographical scope of GILIL and to include up to 10 more library authorities into the programme. 

We will launch the Toolkit at an event for library staff in October 2017. This new delivery model will enable every 

library authority in the country to run events with support from the GILIL team.  

Stewart is currently working with Scottish Libraries and The Scottish Culture office to develop a Get It Loud In 

Libraries programme in Scotland. This will include libraries in post industrial and rural environments. Stewart will 

deliver this programme with support from his International Network Of Library Innovators (INELI) colleague Alana 

Ward. 

We are also developing a programme of activity in partnership with Kids In Museums and the Welsh Government to 

deliver events in libraries and museums in Wales. 

All in all its been a very exciting year for the Get It Loud in Libraries team, and we’re looking forward to seeing more 

kids on their dads shoulders at gigs, at seeing more audiences blown away that ‘this’ is actually happening in a 

library, and supporting lots more young people to get their foot on the career ladder!  

 


